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Executive Summary
The Independent Consumer and Competition Commission (“ICCC”) developed this consultation paper
on the “Business Acquisitions Review Guideline” (“Guideline”) to inform businesses and the general
public of the ICCC’s administrative processes in undertaking assessments under different kinds of
review processes for business acquisitions. It also informs the market of the relevant steps the ICCC
takes in carrying out those reviews in line with the requirements under the Independent Consumer and
Competition Commission Act 2002 (ICCC Act).
The Guideline was prepared in accordance to section 7(3) of the ICCC Act which empowers the ICCC to
publish such documents relating to the performance of its functions.
The consultation document addresses how the ICCC assesses applications for Clearance and
Authorization for proposed business acquisitions. This includes how parties should apply for clearance
or authorization, how the ICCC evaluates those applications, and the publication of written reasons and
making determinations.
The ICCC seeks comments and submissions on the Guideline as part of this Public Consultation
Document. Persons wishing to respond are invited to submit written comments or submissions to the
address below by Monday 20th March, 2017.
Public Consultation Process
The objective of this Public Consultation document is to provide stakeholders with the opportunity to
make comments and submissions to the ICCC on the contents and implications of the Guideline.
The ICCC invites members of the public, private sector stakeholders, public sector stakeholders and
commercial entities to participate in this Public Consultation Process.
All comments and submissions should be addressed to Mr. Paulus Ain, Commissioner and Chief
Executive Officer of the ICCC using the address provided below.
All queries relating to this matter should be directed to Mr. Steven Sugl, Executive Manager,
Competitive Markets & Fair Trade Division or Mr. Emmanuel Auru, Manager-Markets on telephone
325-2144 or e-mail to: ssugl@iccc.gov.pg or eauru@iccc.gov.pg, respectively.
Please note that all submissions relating to this consultation will be treated as public information and
will be published in the ICCC Public Register, except where information is designated “confidential” by
the person submitting. Where information is designated confidential, the person submitting must
provide reason(s) as to why that particular information should not be disclosed to the public. The ICCC
will assess it and decide on the confidentiality claim(s), but please note that not all such claims are
granted.
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Independent Consumer and Competition Commission
1st Floor Garden City Complex
Angau Drive
PO Box 6394
BOROKO
National Capital District
Telephone : (675) 325 2144
Facsimile : (675) 325 3980

The Business Acquisitions Review Guideline is shown below in Annexure A.
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_______________________________________________
ANNEXURE A – Business Acquisitions
Review Guideline
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Introduction
1.

The Independent Consumer and Competition Commission (the ICCC) recognises that business acquisitions1
(acquisitions) are important as they bring notable benefits to the PNG economy. Acquisitions make it possible
for firms to be more efficient and innovative. Acquisitions allow firms to achieve efficiencies, such as
economies of scale or scope, and diversify risk across a range of activities. The threat of acquisition may also
provide incentives to current management to operate efficiently and effectively or face being acquired by
another business.

2.

While most acquisitions do not adversely affect the competitive tension to ensure customers and suppliers are
not worse off, some can change the structure of certain markets and potentially harm or lessen competition to
the detriment of customers and consumers; hence they are anti-competitive. One of the ICCC’s roles is to
prevent such acquisitions from occurring.

3.

This Business Acquisition Review Guideline (Guideline) is aimed at informing businesses and the general public
of the ICCC’s administrative processes in undertaking assessments under different kinds of review processes.
It also informs the market of the relevant steps the ICCC takes in carrying out those reviews in line with the
requirements under the Independent Consumer and Competition Commission Act 2002 (ICCC Act).

4.

With respect to types of formal review processes, the ICCC Act recognizes Clearance and Authorization2. These
formal review processes are explained in detail in their relevant sections below.

5.

This guideline sets out how the ICCC assesses applications for Clearance and Authorization for proposed
business acquisitions. This includes how parties should apply for clearance or authorization, how the ICCC
evaluates those applications, confidentiality, publication of written reasons and making determinations.

6.

This guideline does not, and cannot, address every issue that might arise from the acquisition, so anyone
contemplating to acquire, should approach and discuss its intention with the ICCC in advance and consider
getting independent legal advice.

7.

It is important to note that this guideline does not have the force of law but merely acts as a standard
instruction guide to parties. The courts reserve the jurisdiction to determine any issues the parties may raise
pertaining to a decision of the ICCC.

Legal framework for acquisition
8.

1
2

The ICCC Act promotes competition and fair trading for the long-term benefit of consumers and other traders
within PNG. Competition is a state of ongoing rivalry between firms – rivalry in terms of price, service,
technology and quality. The greater the degree of competition in a market, the greater the likelihood of
consumers having access to more goods and services at fairer prices. Acquisitions can alter the level of
competition in a market. Some enable firms to meet customer demand more effectively whilst some have the
opposite effect. This may occur in instances where as a result of the acquisition the acquirer is able to act anticompetitively because of the acquirer’s ability to act independently of competitive market responses from
other market participants.

Business acquisition include acquisition of shares or assets.
Authorisation in this Guidelines refers to Section 82 Authorisation.
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9.

The business acquisition provisions in the ICCC Act are part of the competition provisions of Part VI of the ICCC
Act. Section 69 prohibits any person from acquiring the assets of a business or shares in a business, if that
acquisition would have, or would be likely to have, the effect of substantially lessening competition (SLC) in a
market in PNG.

Section 69 of the ICCC Act
10.

Section 69 provides that:
(1) A person shall not acquire assets of a business or shares if the acquisition would have, or would be likely
to have, the effect of substantially lessening competition in a market.
(2) For the purposes of this section, a reference to a person includes two or more persons that are related
corporations or are associated.
(3) For the purposes of this section, a person is associated with another person if that person is able, whether
directly or indirectly, to exert a substantial degree of influence over the activities of the other.
(4) A person is not able to exert a substantial degree of influence over the activities of another person for the
purposes of Subsection (3) by reason only of the fact that—
(a)
(b)

those persons are in competition in the same market; or
one of them supplies goods or services to the other.

(5) Without limiting the matters that may be taken into account for the purpose of Subsection (1) in
determining whether the acquisition would have, or would be likely to have, the effect of substantially
lessening competition in a market, the following matters shall be taken into account:—
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

the actual and potential level of import competition in the market;
the nature and effect of barriers to entry to the market;
the number of buyers and sellers in the market;
the degree of countervailing power in the market;
the likelihood that the acquisition would result in the acquirer being able to significantly and
sustainably increase prices or profit margins;
the extent to which substitutes are available, or are likely to become available, in the market;
the dynamic characteristics of the market, including growth, innovation and product
differentiation;
the likelihood that the acquisition would result in the removal from the market of a sustainable,
vigorous and effective competitor;
the nature and extent of vertical integration in the market.

11.

The ICCC has the power to bring legal proceedings against an offending party if it is of the view that a
particular acquisition is anti-competitive and is likely to have the effect of SLC.

12.

The above provision will not be explained in detail here in the Guideline. The ICCC however aims to explain
the formal review processes of clearance and authorisation. The following provides a brief overview and
identifies key points in the ICCC’s analysis.
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Person, related corporations, associated persons
13.

For the purposes of Section 69, a reference to a person includes two or more persons that are related
corporations or are associated. Body corporates are to be regarded as related to one another if one is the
holding company or a subsidiary of the other, or where the two companies are both subsidiaries of the same
holding company.

Acquiring assets of or shares in a business
14.

The substantial lessening of competition assessment applies where a person acquires assets of, or shares in, a
business.

Assets of a business
15.

Assets include both physical and intangible assets. Intangible assets include goodwill, patent rights and other
intellectual property, contractual rights such as options, franchises or some management contracts,
operational know-how, and customer lists.

Shares
16.

Share means a share in the capital of a body corporate, whether or not it carries the right to vote at general
meetings, and include –
a)
b)
c)

a beneficial interest in any such share; and
a power to exercise, or control the exercise of, a right to vote attaching to any such share that carries
the right to vote at meeting of the body corporate; and
a power to acquire or dispose of, or control the acquisition or disposition of, any such share3

Acquire
17.

The ICCC Act defines acquire widely in relation to –
a)
b)
c)

goods, includes obtain by way of gift, purchase or exchange and take on lease, hire or hire purchase;
services, includes accepts; and
interests in land, includes obtain by way of gift, purchase, exchange, lease or license4

Substantial Lessening of Competition
18.

3
4

The ICCC Act does not define substantial lessening of competition. However, it is generally considered that a
substantial lessening of competition is focused on the conduct or behavior of the acquirer post acquisition and
whether its conduct will lessen competition against its rivals. For instance, with an acquisition, the acquirer
would have the ability to raise price above the price that would exist in a competitive market (the competitive
price) and not losing customers, or reduce non-price factors such as quality or service below competitive levels.
The ICCC considers a substantial lessening of competition to be a result that adversely affects customers and

Subsection 44(1) of the ICCC Act.
Ibid.
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consumers in a market in a material way. The ICCC also considers the time dimension in assessing whether or
not there will be a timely response from other competitors and potential market entrants in response to
increased prices or lower quality.
19.

Competition is the process through which firms compete to win customers based on, but not limited to, price,
quality, service or geographic location. This includes innovation between firms to introduce demand, enhancing
new products or cost-reducing production processes. In this guideline, the term ‘price’ is used as shorthand for
all dimensions of competition, including quality, range, level of innovation, service or any other element of
competition valued by buyers. The word ‘product’ is also used as shorthand for both goods and services.

20.

The substantial lessening of competition test exists to protect the competitive process. It is not focused on
protecting individual firms.

21.

A lessening of competition (which includes a hindering and/or prevention of competition) may manifest in a
number of ways, including higher prices or reduced quality and quantity of goods and services.

22.

Only a lessening of competition that is substantial is prohibited. A lessening of competition will be substantial if
it is real, of substance, or more than nominal and is not momentary.

23.

Consequently, no bright line separates a lessening of competition that is substantial from one which is not.
What is substantial is a matter of judgement and depends on the facts of each case. The ICCC makes its
judgement having regard to the ICCC Act’s purpose to promote competition in markets for the long term
benefit of consumers.

24.

Ultimately, therefore, the ICCC asks whether competition will be substantially lessened on the basis of whether
consumers or other competing rivals in the relevant market(s) are likely to be adversely affected in a material
way.

25.

A lessening of competition does not need to be felt across an entire market, or relate to all dimensions of
competition in a market, for that lessening to be substantial. Any lessening of competition that is relevant to the
competitive process within any related market is sufficient to amount to a substantial lessening of competition.

Likely effect of substantially lessening competition
26.

To be prohibited, an acquisition must have the effect, or likely effect, of substantially lessening competition. As
the ICCC can only grant clearances for acquisitions that have not yet occurred, this guideline focuses on the
likely effects on competition if an acquisition was allowed to take place compared to the likely effects on
competition if the same acquisition was not allowed to take place. The term ‘likely effects’ does not mean that
the effects needs to be more than likely than not to occur (i.e. it does not need to have a greater than 50%
probability of occurring). Whether the potential effects resulting from an acquisition will substantially lessen
competition is a matter of judgment based on the evidence that one presents to the ICCC.

Penalties for breach of Section 69
27.

Where the court considers that an acquisition does, or is likely to, substantially lessen competition, the court
can order various remedies, such as:
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pecuniary penalties:5
a. in the case of an individual, a fine up to K500,000.00; or
b. in the case of a body corporate, a fine up to K10,000,000.00
an order requiring the person to dispose of any assets or shares specified by the court6;
an injunction restraining the person from completing the acquisition; and or
an award of damages

28.

In making an application for clearance or authorization of an acquisition, parties must make the application in
writing accompanied by a prescribed fee.7 Applications can also be made by a legal representative.

29.

Once an application is received the ICCC will register it and notify the parties that their application has been
received. From the date of registration of the application the ICCC has 20 days, for clearance applications, and
72 days, for authorisations applications, to satisfy itself that the acquisition will not substantially lessen
competition and may8:
a)
b)
c)

Give clearance or authorization for the acquisition; or
Decline to give clearance or authorization for the acquisition; or
Request further information from parties for more in depth reviewing.

30.

Where the ICCC does not give a decision within the required number of days of registering a clearance or
authorisation application, parties may deem the ICCC to have given its consent for the acquisition and may
proceed to complete their transaction.

31.

Where clearance or authorization for an acquisition is given by the ICCC, that decision is only valid for 12
months. Upon the expiration of the 12 months the parties must re submit a new application for clearance or
authorisation to the ICCC. The ICCC will reassess whether there has been any material change in circumstances
that may warrant the revocation or continuation of the clearance or authorisation.

Types of business acquisitions
32.

There are three basic type of business acquisitions: horizontal, vertical and conglomerate. The latter two are
commonly referred to as non-horizontal mergers or acquisitions. The majority of the issues discussed in this
guideline relate to horizontal acquisitions because these are the most common types of acquisitions where
competition issues arise. An individual acquisition may, of course, involve more than one of these types – for
example, a predominantly vertical acquisition with some horizontal aspects.

33.

This section briefly explains each of them and how they may affect the state of competition in a market.

Horizontal acquisitions
34.

A horizontal acquisition is one between parties that are competitors at the same level of production and/or
distribution of a good or service, i.e., in the same relevant market - for example, two suppliers of sugar in the

5

See section 95(3).
Section 98(1)(c),(d).
7
See section 76(1) which provides for the application process
8
See sections 81 and 82 respectively
6
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same geographical area. It is the elimination of rivalry between the overlapping activities of the merging
parties that may directly lead to harm to – or loss of – competition.
35.

While business acquisition may benefit the acquiring party in that it may realise efficiency gains and in some
circumstances this may intensify rivalry and be beneficial for consumers or customers, the ICCC will ensure
that the acquisition is not likely to enable firms to harm consumers or customers (where products or services
are not sold directly to final consumers), e.g., by profitably raising prices, reducing quality or restricting
innovation.

36.

When determining whether a horizontal merger may pose competition concerns, the focus is on what the
potential effects would be with or without the acquisition. Theoretically, there are two distinct means by
which a horizontal acquisition might affect competition (although an acquisition may raise both types of
concerns). These two theories of competitive harm are set out below:
(a)

Unilateral effects – also known as non-coordinated effects – arise where, as a result of the acquisition,
competition between the products of the parties is eliminated, allowing the acquirer to unilaterally
exercise market power, for instance by profitably raising the price of one or both merging parties’
products, thus harming consumers or customers. In theory, all horizontal acquisitions involve firms
active in the same relevant market and therefore remove some competitive constraint: the critical issue
is how to distinguish economically ‘important’ competitive constraints from ‘unimportant’ ones.

(b)

Coordinated effects arise where, under certain market conditions (e.g., market transparency, product
homogeneity etc.), the acquisition increases the probability that, post-acquisition, the parties concerned
and their competitors will successfully be able to coordinate their behaviour in an anti-competitive way,
for example, by raising prices. The main issue, here, is not the market power of the acquiring firm
resulting from the acquisition, but, instead, whether the acquisition will create or strengthen certain
market conditions which allow firms in the market (not only the acquiring entity) to successfully
coordinate their actions to the disadvantage of consumers (or customers).

Non-horizontal acquisitions
37.

As mentioned above, there are two basic forms of non-horizontal acquisitions: vertical and conglomerate.
Vertical acquisitions involve firms that operate at different but complementary levels in the chain of
production (e.g., manufacturing and an upstream market for an input) and/or distribution (e.g., manufacturing
and a downstream market for re-sale to retailers) of the same final product. In purely vertical acquisitions
there is no direct loss in competition as in horizontal acquisitions because the parties' products did not
compete in the same relevant market. As such, there is no change in the level of market concentration in
either relevant market.

38.

Vertical acquisitions have significant potential to create efficiencies largely because the upstream and
downstream products or services complement each other. Even so, vertical integration may sometimes give
rise to competition concerns. A key question is whether the vertical acquisition is expected to force rivals from
the market, raise their costs levels or raise barriers to entry in a manner that lessens competition. In some
jurisdictions, such effects are usually broadly referred to as ‘market foreclosure effects’.
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39.

In addition, vertical acquisitions could possibly raise competition concerns similar to those predicted in the
context of horizontal acquisitions. As a result vertical acquisitions may increase the ability and incentive of
firms to coordinate their behaviour in a market in a harmful way for consumers (or customers).

40.

However, it should be noted that in general vertical acquisition concerns are likely to arise only if the vertical
acquisitions deny, restrict or hinder in any way the access of the remaining competitors to the complementary
product or service that is essential for competition to occur in the particular market.

41.

In summary, when assessing vertical acquisitions, the ICCC considers:
(a)
(b)
(c)

whether or not the parties to the acquisition supply complementary products or services to each other
at one or more levels of the supply chain;
whether the complementary product or service is necessary to enable competition to occur at one or
more levels of the supply chain, and
whether access to the complementary product or service would be unreasonably denied, restricted or
hindered as a result of acquisition that it forces other competitors to foreclose.

42.

Conglomerate acquisitions involve firms that operate in different product markets, without a vertical
relationship. They may be product extension acquisitions, i.e., acquisition between firms that produce
different but related products or pure conglomerate acquisitions, i.e., acquisition between firms operating in
entirely different markets. In practice, the focus is on acquisition between companies that are active in related
or neighbouring markets, e.g., acquisitions involving suppliers of complementary products or of products
belonging to a range of products that is generally sold to the same set of customers.

43.

Unlike horizontal acquisitions, conglomerate acquisitions do not remove direct competition between the
merging firms in the same relevant market. A further characteristic of conglomerate acquisitions is that there
is often a potential for efficiency gains when the products of the companies involved are complementary to
each other.

44.

While it is accepted that potential competitive harm resulting from conglomerate acquisitions may not be
substantial, where the parties to the acquisition have strong market positions in their respective markets,
potential harm may arise when the merging group is likely to foreclose other rivals from the market

Formal review processes
45.

Although the term ‘acquisition’ is used in the ICCC Act, ‘mergers’ and other similar arrangements can be
considered under Section 69 because they have similar substantially lessening of competition effects; hence
the review process is the same for both.

46.

While some anti-competitive business acquisitions are prohibited, the prohibition is not absolute. The ICCC
Act allows for businesses who wish to acquire assets or shares of another business which could be anticompetitive to seek approval from the ICCC to do so. As mentioned in paragraph 28 above, the formal
processes provided for in the ICCC Act for seeking such approvals, and being protected from the application of
Section 69 of the ICCC Act, are Clearance and Authorisation.

47.

The ICCC Act does not make it mandatory for parties to seek clearance or authorization for an acquisition.
However, if parties opt to proceed to merging or acquiring without seeking any regulatory consideration, the
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ICCC and other parties have the discretion to investigate the acquisition and, if necessary, take legal action
against the concerned parties.
48.

The ICCC will only review an application for an acquisition that is in the proposed stage. Where parties have
already signed instruments or have begun a transaction to initiate the acquisition, the ICCC reserves the right
to revoke the application in which case the parties will not be exempt from proceedings brought by the ICCC
under Section 69. It is very important that parties understand this position.

Formal clearance
What is a business acquisition clearance?
49.

Subsection 81(1) provides:
“A person who proposes to acquire assets of a business or shares may give the ICCC a notice seeking clearance
for the acquisition.”

50.

Obtaining a clearance for an acquisition has the effect of conferring protection to the person to whom
clearance was granted from the application of Section 69 of the ICCC Act. This protection means that neither
the ICCC nor any other party may initiate legal action on the basis of an alleged contravention of Section 69 of
the ICCC Act for an acquisition which has been granted clearance, so long as the acquisition takes place in
accordance with the clearance.

51.

Clearance may not be applicable to acquisitions that have already taken place.

52.

Should clearance be rejected by the ICCC, Section 69 will apply to the acquisition, if it proceeds. A range of
penalties including injunctions, pecuniary penalties and divestiture are available for contravention of Section
69.

When will the ICCC grant clearance?
53.

The ICCC may, upon the application by the acquiring party and when the relevant test is met, clear the
acquisition of shares or assets within the meaning of Section 69 of the ICCC Act.

54.

After the date of registration of a clearance application, the ICCC must give a decision on the application within
20 real days. Clearance is automatically granted if a decision is not made by the ICCC within this time limit (or
any extension thereof).

The test
55.

Subsection 81(3) provides:
Subject to Subsection (5), within 20 days after the date of registration of the notice, or such longer period as
the ICCC and the person who gave the notice agree, the ICCC shall either—
(a) if it is satisfied that the acquisition will not have, and will not be likely to have, the effect of substantially
lessening competition in a market, by notice in writing to the person by or on whose behalf the notice was
given, give a clearance for the acquisition; or
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(b) if it is not satisfied that the acquisition will not have, and will not be likely to have, the effect of
substantially lessening competition in a market, by notice in writing to the person by or on whose behalf
the notice was given, decline to give a clearance for the acquisition.

The test for clearance is a competition test
56.

The ICCC assesses acquisitions using the substantial lessening of competition test. This test asks whether an
acquisition is likely to substantially lessen competition by comparing the likely state of competition if the
acquisition proceeds with the likely state of competition if the acquisition does not proceed. The nonexhaustive factors listed under subsection 69(5) and noted above at Para 10 are taken into consideration when
undertaking this clearance test.

Formal authorisation
What is a business acquisition authorisation?
57.

Subsection 82(1) provides:
“A person who proposes to acquire assets of a business or shares may give the ICCC a notice seeking an
authorization for the acquisition.”

58.

Essentially, authorisation is the process of granting protection to the acquirer from the application of Section
69 of the ICCC Act, on public benefit grounds, for mergers and acquisitions which would or might otherwise
substantially lessen competition or contravene section 69. Like Clearance, Authorisation only provides
protection from legal action for acquisitions that have not already taken place.

59.

Once authorisation is granted in relation to an acquisition, neither the ICCC nor any other party may take
action under Section 69 in respect of the acquisition. The protection is effective only, however, once
authorisation is granted. If an acquisition subject of an authorisation application takes place before a
Determination is made, the applicant will not have the benefit of protection from the operation of Section 69.

60.

While both formal clearances and authorisations may only be granted before an acquisition has taken place,
and both provide protection from legal action under Section 69, the tests used and the purposes of clearances
and authorisations are different. Authorisations provide protection for mergers and acquisitions that would or
might otherwise contravene Section 69 on the basis that the acquisition would result or be likely to result in
such a benefit to the public that the acquisition should be allowed to occur. Clearances, on the other hand,
provide protection from action under Section 69 on the basis that the acquisition would not have the effect or
be likely to have the effect of substantially lessening competition in a market or markets. In short, clearances
provide certainty for businesses that they will not be at risk of legal action because the acquisition is not
considered to be a breach.

61.

Authorisations also provide certainty by providing exemptions on the basis that, notwithstanding the result or
likely result of a substantial lessening of competition, there would be associated benefits to the public from
the acquisition.

When will the ICCC grant authorisation?
62.

The ICCC may, upon the application of the acquiring party and where the relevant test is satisfied, authorise
acquisitions of shares or assets which would otherwise contravene Section 69.
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63.

With an authorisation application, the ICCC may grant a clearance instead if it is satisfied that the application
has met the clearance test.

The test
64.

The ICCC Act provides directions for when the ICCC must grant or not grant authorisation. Subsection 82(3)
provides:
Subject to Subsection (6), within 72 days after the date of registration of the notice, or such longer period as
the ICCC and the person who gave the notice agree, the ICCC shall—
(a) if it is satisfied that the acquisition will not have, and will not be likely to have, the effect of substantially
lessening competition in a market, by notice in writing to the person by or on whose behalf the notice was
given, give a clearance for the acquisition; or
(b) if it is satisfied that the acquisition will result, or will be likely to result, in such a benefit to the public that it
should be permitted, by notice in writing to the person by or on whose behalf the notice was given, grant
an authorization for the acquisition; or
(c) if it is not satisfied as to the matters referred to in Paragraphs (a) or (b), by notice in writing to the person
by or on whose behalf the notice was given, decline to give a clearance or grant an authorization for the
acquisition.

65.

While the ICCC Act does not define what constitute public benefits, the ICCC generally considers that it should
be those benefits to the community that would be generated as a result of the acquisition. A range of benefits
and detriments to the community have been accepted in various jurisdictions with similar laws to PNG.
Benefits may include:

















fostering business efficiency, especially where it results in improved international competitiveness;
industry rationalization resulting in more efficient allocation of resources and lower or contained
production costs;
expansion of employment or prevention of unemployment in efficient industries or employment growth in
particular regions;
promotion of industry cost savings resulting in contained or lower prices at all levels of the supply chain;
promotion of competition in industry;
promotion of equitable dealings;
growth of export markets;
development of import replacements;
economic development, for example, development of natural re-sources through encouraging exploration,
research and capital investment;
assisting efficient small business, for example, guidance on pricing and costings or marketing initiatives
which promote competitiveness;
industry harmony;
measures that enhance the environment;
reducing corruption or the potential for corruption;
improvement in the quality or safety of goods and services and expansion of consumer choice;
supply of better information to consumers and business to permit informed choice in their dealings;
lowering transactions costs.

Detriments may include:


a reduction in the number of effective competitors.
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66.

increased restrictions on entry;
constraints on competitiveness by market participants, affecting their ability to innovate effectively and
conduct their affairs efficiently, competitively and independently.

The onus is on the applicant to satisfy the ICCC that the public benefits of the acquisition outweigh any anticompetitive effects of the acquisition and other detriments likely to result if the proposed acquisition
proceeds.

Making an application
67.

To assist prospective applicants for clearance or authorisation, the ICCC encourages parties to participate in
informal discussion with, and seek procedural guidance from, the ICCC before lodging an application.

68.

Applications for clearance or authorisation must be made to the ICCC by the person seeking the clearance or
authorisation. Only the acquiring party may apply for clearance or authorisation – formal clearance or
authorisation cannot be sought by the target.

69.

Consistent with the requirements in the ICCC Act and given the timeframes and requirements on the ICCC in
assessing an application for formal clearance or authorisation, the ICCC will strictly enforce the legislated
validity requirements. This is necessary to ensure that the ICCC can begin to assess an application as soon as
one is received. Also, the effective functioning of the formal clearance or authorisation process requires that
applicants provide full and accurate information to the ICCC when making an application.

The application forms
70.

Applications for clearance or authorisation must be made on the appropriate forms. These forms are
prescribed under the ICCC Regulation.9 Attachment A is Form 2, Application for Clearance and Attachment B is
Form 3, Application for Authorization.

71.

The respective forms ask a series of questions which are designed to collect important information from the
applicant at an early stage. The questions largely relate to the factors in subsection 69(5) of the ICCC Act. The
responses to those questions must be detailed, including evidence in support of any contentions made in the
application or any accompanying submissions.

72.

When completing the respective forms, applicants must have regard to the questions contained in those forms
and their directions.

73.

For an application to be valid, the applicant must answer all questions on the form. However, some applicants
may not have access to all the information required to answer every question. Should an applicant consider
this to be the case, it is preferable that the applicant discuss this with the ICCC in advance of lodging the
relevant application. Where information is omitted from the form on the basis that information is not available
to the applicant, this should be indicated on the form (or in the attached submission) with sufficient
explanation as to why the required information is not available. In the event that the applicant fails to provide
information that is legitimately available to the applicant, the ICCC may declare the application invalid.

74.

Applicants should also submit any additional information which is likely to be relevant and necessary for the
ICCC to obtain a complete and accurate picture of the operations of the acquirer and target, the relevant
markets and the competitive environment.

9

Forms are available on the ICCC website at http://www.iccc.gov.pg/index.php/competition/mergers-and-acquisition
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75.

It is in the best interests of the applicant to provide such information regardless of whether a question
contained in the form specifically requires it. This will assist the ICCC to make a considered and thorough
assessment of the application.

76.

All the information on which the applicant is seeking to rely must be included in the application form. By
providing information to the ICCC after an application has been submitted, an applicant risks the ICCC not
being able to consider the information in its assessment of the application. Where the applicant refers to an
accompanying submission in answering a question, the applicant should specify the exact part or parts of the
submission that are relevant to that question (for example the relevant page and paragraph numbers in the
submission). Perhaps a comment to the effect that an applicant may provide additional commentary in order
to address issues that may be raised by stakeholders who comment on the application.

Valid applications
77.

A clearance or authorisation application is valid if it meets the requirements in the ICCC Act. For an application
to be valid, it must meet the following requirements:
(a)
(b)
(c)

78.

On the receipt of an application (that complies with requirements), the ICCC will –
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

79.

record the application in the Public Register to be kept by the ICCC for that application;
give written notice of the date of registration to the person by or on whose behalf the application was
made;
give notice of the application to any other person who, in the ICCC's opinion, is likely to have an interest
in the application; and
put out public notice in print media inviting submissions and comments.

The ICCC will not register an application and initiate the relevant processes if the application concerned does
not meet any of the above requirements. On the receipt of an application that does not comply with the
requirements, the ICCC may, at its discretion –
(a)
(b)
(c)

80.

the applicant must be made on the correct application form;
all questions on the form are fully answered providing all relevant information required; and
the prescribed application fee is fully paid.

accept the application and take the steps referred to in above in respect of that application; or
return the application to the person by or on whose behalf it was made; or
decline to register the application until it complies with the requirements.

In each of the above cases, the ICCC will inform the applicant. Note that the process is a public one and is
discussed in more detail below at the Public Register discussion.

Public consultation and assessment
81.

The ICCC conducts wider public consultation to help it assess the competitive effects and likely public benefits
(for authorisation applications) of the proposed acquisition. The ICCC may also seek to confirm or clarify
information provided by the applicant and identify any additional issues that may be relevant to its
consideration of a proposed acquisition.

82.

Consultation with relevant stakeholders ensures that the ICCC can make a thorough and accurate assessment
of the competitive effects and resultant public benefit of a proposed acquisition and, accordingly, whether
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clearance or authorisation ought to be granted. The importance of the information obtained by the ICCC
during the public consultation process and the reliance placed on it by the ICCC in forming its decision of
whether to grant clearance or authorisation for a proposed acquisition should not be underestimated.
83.

During the consultation process, and when requested by parties, the ICCC may provide informal guidance in
relation to the clearance or authorisation processes. This may include discussions to clarify the types of issues
the ICCC is seeking information on and providing assistance to parties relating to the form of their submissions.
However, the ICCC will not comment on the merits of the application or the likely outcome of the application
prior to the release of the determination or the expiry of the 20-day period for clearance applications and 72day period for authorisation applications (or if the ICCC extends the period).

84.

The ICCC may hold a conference in relation to a clearance or authorisation application where the applicant and
stakeholders are invited to attend. At the conference, the parties and stakeholders will make oral submissions.
The record of the conference will be prepared by the ICCC and placed on the Public Register for that
application.

85.

The ICCC will take into consideration the oral submissions made during the conference in determining the
application under consideration.

The with and without test
86. To assess whether a substantial lessening of competition is likely, the ICCC compares the likely state of
competition if the acquisition proceeds (the scenario with the acquisition, often referred to as the factual) with
the likely state of competition if it does not (the scenario without the acquisition, often referred to as the
counterfactual).

How the ICCC assesses what is likely to occur without the acquisition
87.

As something can be likely even when the chance of it occurring is less than 50%, there may be multiple
scenarios that are likely without the acquisition (and with the acquisition).

88.

The ICCC first assesses the possible scenarios that might arise without the acquisition and discard those that are
unlikely. The ICCC then compares the state of competition in each likely scenario without the acquisition, to the
likely state of competition with the acquisition.

89.

If competition would be substantially lessened in the scenario with the acquisition compared to any one of
those likely states of competition without the acquisition, then the acquisition will have a likely effect of
substantially lessening competition.

90.

As a practical matter, the ICCC usually focuses the analysis on the likely without-the-acquisition scenario it
considers the most competitive. Doing so means the analysis is based on a worst case scenario, in the sense
that it is the scenario that would give rise to the greatest competition concerns. The ICCC does this because if
the acquisition is unlikely to substantially lessen competition compared to this worst case scenario, then it is
unlikely to substantially lessen competition when compared to any other likely scenario.

91.

If the ICCC is not satisfied that competition would not be substantially lessened, compared to any of the
scenarios likely to arise without the acquisition, the ICCC must decline clearance or authorization. The ICCC
makes a pragmatic and commercial assessment of what is likely to occur in the future with and without the
acquisition. This assessment is based on the information the ICCC obtains and takes into account factors
including market growth and technological changes.
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92.

Often the best guide of what would happen without the acquisition is what is currently happening (i.e., the
status quo). However, where a market is likely to undergo changes that will affect competition in the withoutthe-acquisition scenario, the ICCC takes these changes into account. For example, the status quo may not
provide a good guide as to the future state of the market if the target firm is failing. Further information on how
the ICCC assesses whether a firm is failing can be found in Attachment …. (Failing Firm Defense)

93.

Another example would be where, without the acquisition, one of the merging firms was planning on
developing a product to compete with the other merging firms. In such a case, the state of competition without
the acquisition should reflect this development.

94.

Finally, an acquisition is often the result of a contested sales process. In such a situation the ICCC takes this sales
process into account in assessing the likely without-the-acquisition scenario.

95.

In general, if there is an alternative buyer but the acquisition by that party might give rise to competition
concerns, then we are unlikely to adopt that situation as the without scenario. This is because such an
acquisition would be unlikely to occur without an intervention from the ICCC.

Public Register
96.

The process whereby the ICCC assesses applications for clearance is public, transparent and consultative. The
clearance process set out in the ICCC Act establishes that the ICCC must maintain a Public Register for
clearance and authorisation applications which is available for inspection by the public. This register must
contain, subject to confidentiality:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

applications for clearance (not quite sure whether you use authorisation clearance or write it as is here
Mark) authorisation;
any document provided to the ICCC in relation to an application or proposal;
particulars of oral submissions made to the ICCC in relation to an application; and
the ICCC’s determination on the application and an accompanying statement of reasons.

97.

The ICCC will create written records of all oral submissions made by the applicant and interested parties. These
records will not be verbatim but will be comprehensive summaries of the issues raised during the oral
submissions. The ICCC will place records of oral submissions on the register as soon as possible after they are
made.

98.

The ICCC also maintains register on its website. However, certain documents may not be available on the
ICCC’s website and they should be requested from the ICCC.

Confidentiality
99.

Since clearance and authorisation processes are public, the application and all related submissions and
comments received will be treated public. They will all be placed on the Public Register unless confidentiality
has been granted by the ICCC. The applicant or any other person making submissions or comments and has
provided an information which it considers confidential, the part(s) of the document or information should be
clearly marked as such. The person claiming confidentially must provide reasons as to why the information or
parts of the submission marked confidential should be treated as such. The ICCC does not grant ‘blanket’
confidentiality. For example, if an applicant claims confidentiality for the purchase and sale agreement, the
ICCC will not grant confidentiality to the entire document.
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100. Please refer to the ICCC’s confidentiality guidelines for more information.

Conditional Contracts
101. The ICCC Act provides that a clearance or authorisation can only be obtained when an acquisition is ‘proposed’
i.e., not completed10.
102. Where an acquisition is conditional on clearance or authorisation, we do consider that a person acquired an
equitable or legal interest in the relevant assets or shares at that time.
103. Where an acquisition is conditional on matters other than clearance or authorisation, a person may have
acquired an equitable interest, depending on the terms of the contract itself.

Public business acquisition review
104. Public acquisition reviews are reviews conducted by the ICCC in relation to non-confidential proposals to
acquire and come to the ICCC by either of the following means:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

parties seeking informal clearance of proposed acquisition,
parties informing ICCC of a proposed acquisition but not seeking informal clearance,
complaints,
information obtained from PNG based and overseas regulators,
media reports and
other sources.

105. Where the ICCC becomes aware of a completed acquisition or proposed acquisition from other channels other
than through the acquisition parties, the ICCC will then:
(a) notify the parties that a review is being undertaken and
(b) that the details of the review will be posted on the ICCC website.
106. The ICCC will also invite the parties to make submissions to the ICCC on the proposed acquisition within a
specified timeframe before market inquiries are conducted.
107. In the event that the parties make submissions to the ICCC, the onus is on the parties to provide sufficient
written information to the ICCC to analyse. The submissions should also be in writing rather than relying on
oral presentations. The ICCC should also inform the parties that the ICCC is available to discuss the matter
before they lodge their submission.

Indicative Timelines

10

ICCC Act 2002, s81, s82
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108. Indicative timelines are simply indicators of when the ICCC expects to make its decisions in relation to an
application. It also helps to keep the parties informed of the relevant steps in the assessment process and
ultimately the progress of the assessment.
109. The indicative timelines, will, where appropriate, include:
(a) details of the key assessment milestones,
(b) an outline of the timing of the market inquiries and
(c) the expected decision date.
110. The time taken to assess proposed acquisitions outside of the formal processes will depend on the quality of
the information provided by the parties, the type and complexity of the acquisition and whether market
inquiries are considered necessary to form a view.
111. Business acquisition reviews that require market inquiries may result in longer indicative timelines to allow
time for the ICCC to:
(a) consult other market participants,
(b) seek more information from the parties and
(c) obtain other relevant information that will provide the competitive impacts of the acquisition or proposed
acquisition.
112. If, at any stage of the review process, it becomes clear that the indicative timeline needs to be changed, the
ICCC will inform the parties, update the timeline and provide an appropriate response to the parties as to why
the timeline was amended.

The ICCC’s final decision
113. Regardless of the ICCC’s decision whether to oppose or approve a proposed acquisition, the parties will be
informed of the ICCC’s final decision before it is made public.
114. In the event that the ICCC proposes to publish a public statement regarding the acquisition, it must ensure that
the reasons of its findings are in publishable form, taking into account any legal or commercial sensitivity that
may arise.
115. The ICCC’s Determination in relation to an application is given to the applicant. Non-confidential copy is
provided to all stakeholders who have participated in the public consultation period. A copy of the nonconfidential version is also placed on the Public Register for public viewing.
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ATTACHMENT A
INDEPENDENT STATE OF PAPUA NEW GUNIEA

Independent Consumer and Competition Commission Act
Act, Sec 81

Form 2

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR CLEARANCE FOR A BUSINESS ACQUISITION
1. FORM AND CONTENT: In addition to providing a detailed submission in support of the application, the
applicant/s is required to complete the application form in full. The Independent Consumer and
Competition Commission (the Commission) may reject any applications that have not been filled out
fully and properly in accordance with Section 76 (4) (c) of the Independent Consumer and Competition
Commission Act, 2002, (the Act)
2. WHERE TO APPLY: Applications for Clearance for Business Acquisitions should be lodged at the
Commission’s office at Level 2 Garden City Building, Boroko, National Capital District or mailed to P.O.
Box 6394, Boroko, National Capital District, Papua New Guinea. Supply one (1) hard copy and (1) soft
copy of your application.
3. FEE: The fee for processing of a business acquisition clearance application is K20, 000. This must be
paid by a cheque made out to the Commission before any work is done on the application.
4. COLLECTION OF DETERMINATION: It is the Commission’s duty to inform an Applicant of its
Determination, in writing, in accordance with Section 81 (3) within 20 days after the date of registration
of the notice or for such period as agreed by the Commission and the Applicant.
5. LEGAL ADVICE: Although it is not a requirement under the Act, the Commission encourages applicants
to seek independent legal advice before applying to the Commission for authorization.
6. PENALTIES: It is not a legal requirement to apply for clearance under Section 81 of the Act; hence there
is no penalty for not applying. However, it is advisable to apply and be protected from potential
contravention of Section 69. The penalties for such contraventions are up to K500, 000 for an individual
and K10, 000 000 for a body corporate under Section 95 (3) of the Act.
7. CONFIDENTIALITY: The consideration of applications for authorization is a public process.

All
documents provided to the Commission that were intended to form part of the application, will be
placed on public record on the Commission’s Public Register. The Commission may reject any claim for
confidentiality if it considers that disclosure is in the best interest of the public. If the Commission
decides to disclose any information claimed to be confidential, the applicant will be provided with an
opportunity to withdraw the information. If confidential information has been withdrawn, they will not
be considered in the assessment and determination of the application. Where the Applicant would like
to apply for confidentiality, the Applicant must complete an Application for Confidentiality Form (ICCC
Form-4). The Commission will consider, make a decision and inform the Applicant accordingly.
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PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON THE BACK TO COMPLETE THIS FORM
A Notice is hereby submitted under Section 81 of the Independent Consumer & Competition Commission Act of
2002 (ICCC Act) for Clearance for a Business Acquisition under Section 69, to acquire assets or shares in a business.
All references made to provisions are to those provisions contained in the ICCC Act of 2002.
1. Applicant (the Acquirer)
(a) Name of Applicant and registered office, including the IPA registration number:
(Refer to direction 1)

(b) Address in PNG for service of documents:
(i)
Physical address:
(ii)
Postal address:
(iii)
Phone and email address:
(c) Provide details of the business carried on by the Applicant including the goods and services the Applicant
supplies:
(Refer to direction 2)

(d) Detailed description of all related business/es or company/ies of the Applicant including the goods and services
that each of them provide including the IPA registration number:
(Refer to direction 3)

(e) Name, address and phone number of any person/s (if any) for whose benefit or behalf the shares or assets
acquired will be held:

2. The Target Company
(a) In the case of a registered business or company whose shares or assets are to be acquired:
(i)
Name of the business or company including the IPA registration number
(ii) Registered office of the business or company

(iii)

Brief description of the business/es carried on by the business or company including the goods and
services supplied

(iv)

Number and types of shares or description of assets to be acquired

(b) Where it is a company whose shares are to be acquired, provide details of:
(i)
The issued capital of the company
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(ii)

The holders of issued capital

(c) Provide details of all related business/es or company/ies of the business or company whose shares or assets are
to be acquired by the applicant.
(Refer to direction 4)

(d) Where it is a person whose assets are to be acquired
(i)
Name and address of that person

(ii)

Detailed description of the business/es carried on by the person including the goods and services that
person supplies

(iii)

Describe the assets to be acquired

3. The Acquisition
(a) Outline the details of the offer contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal for the acquisition and, where
possible also provide a copy of that document.
(Refer to direction 5)

(b) Explain the commercial argument for the proposed acquisition and provide copies of all documents prepared
specifically to assess the proposed acquisition with respect to the market/s affected and the nature of those
effects.

(c) Indicate whether the acquisition involves any additional commercial arrangements and describe those
arrangements.

(d) Provide a copy of the draft Sale or Purchase agreement.

4. Background Information
(a) Describe the industry sector/s in which the acquisition relates.
(Refer to direction 6)
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(b) Describe the area/s where there is an overlap in the operations of the Applicant and the Target and any related
businesses of the merger parties
(Refer to direction 7)

(c) Provide details of any other acquisitions that may have been made by the Applicant or the Target Company and
any other acquisitions made in the industry sector/s in the last five years

(d) Provide details (if any) of existing vertical or horizontal relationship between the Applicant and the Target
Company

(e) Describe (if any) other cooperative agreements that the Applicant or Target Company may be a party to

5. Market definition
Describe the relevant market/s the acquisition is most likely to have a competition effect on – this should include the
market/s for the supply of goods and services and markets for the acquisition of goods and services.
(Refer to direction 8)

6. Suppliers

(a) Describe the inputs into the production of goods or services by both the Applicant and the Target Company in
the relevant market/s and indicate the value of those inputs as a proportion of total production. Where
alternative inputs are available, provide a list of substitutes.

(b) Provide the names and contact details of a representative selection of suppliers of inputs to both the Applicant
and the Target Company in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 9)

(c) Describe any purchasing arrangements in place with each of the suppliers identified above and outline whether it
is expected or anticipated that these arrangements will continue or be varied in anyway post acquisition.

7. Competitors
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(a) Provide details of alternative suppliers of products now or shortly to be competitive with, or otherwise
substitutable for, goods or services produced by the Applicant and Target company in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 10)

(b) If the suppliers identified above do not produce goods or services which are substantially the same as those
goods and services produced by the merger parties in the relevant market/s, explain why it is considered that
these goods or services are viable alternatives.

8. Customers
(a) Provide the names and contact details of a representative selection of the customers of each of the merger
parties in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 11)

(b) Describe the distribution channels available to the merger parties in supplying goods and services to customers
and identify the relevant distribution channels in respect of each of the customers identified above.

(c) Describe the existing supply arrangements that the Applicant and Target Company have in place with the
customers identified above and whether it is expected or anticipated that these arrangements will continue or
be varied in anyway post-acquisition
(Refer to direction 12)

9. Market concentration
Provide estimates of or actual current and post-acquisition market shares for the merger parties and market shares
of the existing alternative suppliers or purchasers in the relevant market/s identified above.
(Refer to direction 13)

10. Countervailing Power
(a) Describe the relative strength of bargaining power possessed by customers of the products in the identified
markets;
(b) Describe to what extent it is possible for customers to bypass the merger parties by either importing or
producing the product or service themselves, vertically integrating, or utilizing and alternative supplier; and
(c) Describe the ability of suppliers to identify and switch to alternative customers.
(Refer to direction 14)
11. Imports
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(a) Provide estimates of the actual and potential level of import competition in the relevant market/s and details of
the importers;
(Refer to direction 15)

(b) Provide historical importation figures;

(c) List which products are imported into the relevant market/s, and who undertakes the importation and their
relative share of the market;

(d) Show the relationship (if any) between domestic prices and import product prices; and

(e) Provide details of the extent of which imports provide a constraint on domestic suppliers including the merger
parties in the relevant market/s post acquisition
(Refer to direction 16)

12. Substitutes
Provide information concerning the extent to which substitutes are available in the relevant market/s or are likely to
be available in the market
(Refer to direction 17)

13. Barriers to entry
(a) Provide details of any barriers to entry and expansion in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 18)

(b) Provide details of the ability of any firm not currently producing goods or services in the relevant market/s but
which could enter the relevant market quickly and provide an effective competitive constraint

(c) Provide details of any firms which have recently tried and failed to enter the relevant market/s, including the
reasons (if known) for their failure
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14. Dynamic characteristics
Provide details of the dynamic characteristics of the relevant market/s, including growth, innovation and product
and/or service differentiation.
(Refer to direction 19)

15. Vigorous and effective competitor
Indicate whether the merger parties in the relevant market/s would separately be considered as a vigorous and
effective competitor?
(Refer to direction 20)

16. Vertical integration
(a) Describe whether the proposed acquisition would, or would be likely to, result in vertical integration between
firms involved at different functional levels in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 21)

(b) Describe the extent to which vertical integration currently exists, where either merger party currently operates
as a customer or supplier to competitors in the relevant market/s: and

(c) Describe whether the proposed acquisition is likely to increase the risk of coordinated behavior.

17. Prices and profit margins
(a) Provide details of recent and current levels of pricing in the relevant market/s including the use of rebates and
discounts

(b) Provide details of supply costs of goods and services supplied by the merger parties including manufacturing,
marketing and distribution costs in the relevant market/s

(c) Describe the competitive constraints, if any, which would, or would be likely to, prevent the merger parties from
being able to significantly and sustainably increase, the prices paid by their customers, or lower the prices paid to
their suppliers, post-acquisition in the relevant market/s

(d) Describe the impact of the acquisition on the potential for coordinated conduct between remaining competitors
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in the relevant market/s post-acquisition
(Refer to direction 22)

(e) Describe the likely impact of the acquisition on the profit margins of the merger parties post-acquisition and the
expected cause of any change

18. Related markets
(a) Describe the extent of complementarity between products supplied by the merger parties
(Refer to direction 23)

(b) Describe the extent to which the products identified above are, or could be, offered to customers as a product
range through bundling or tying
(Refer to direction 24)

(c) Describe the competitive constraints that would, or would be likely to, prevent such bundling or tying from
significantly foreclosing the ability of the merged entity’s competitors to compete, including foreclosure of access
to distribution by the merged entity’s competitors.

19. Other grounds for grant of clearance
Outline any grounds for the granting by the Commission of the clearance not already addressed above.

20. The counterfactual
Describe the likely state of the relevant market/s in the future if the proposed acquisition does not take place, giving
reasons

21. International
(a) Does the acquisition involve:
(i)
A company operating in PNG that has a foreign parent?

(ii)

PNG businesses or consumers affected by the occurring overseas?
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(iii)

Foreign consumers affected by the conduct occurring in PNG

(b) Provide details of competition authorities in jurisdictions other than PNG to which the proposed acquisition has
been, or is intended to be, notified and the timing of such notifications.

22. Further information
Name, postal address, telephone, facsimile and email contact details of the person authorized by the applicant to
provide additional information in relation to this application.

23. Information provided in relation to the target
Where the target has been consulted during the preparation of information provided in response to the questions
contained in this form relating to the target, an authorized representative of the target must indicate here that
information relating to the target is complete and accurate.

24. Declaration
The undersigned declare that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, the information given in response to the
questions in this form is true, correct and complete, that complete copies of all documents required by this form
have been supplied, and that all estimates that have been identified are their best estimates of the underlying facts
and that all the opinions expressed are sincere.
The undersigned are aware of Section 128(4)(b) of the ICCC Act, in that it is an offence to give information or provide
an answer that is false in any particular

_____________________________
Signature of authorized person

________________________________
Signature of authorized person

_____________________________
Office held

________________________________
Office held

(Print) Name of authorized person

(Print) Name of authorized person

This _____day of___________________ 20____
DIRECTIONS
1.

If you are an individual making this application on behalf of a company please state the name of the company.
Note that the application must only be signed by a person authorized in writing by the company to do so and
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relevant correspondence confirming that the individual has been authorized to sign on behalf of the company
must also be attached.
If the space on this form is insufficient to provide all the information required, the information must be
provided on separate sheets of paper, numbered consecutively and signed by or on behalf of the applicant.
The Commission welcomes any other additional information that the applicant deems relevant in support of
the application.
2.

The response should detail the ownership structure, a list of the shareholders (where applicable) and the
applicant’s latest annual report (if any).

3.

The response should disclose details of a holding company (if any) or subsidiary/ies (if any) as defined under
Section 5 of the Companies Act of 1997.

4.

The response must disclose details of a holding company (if any) or subsidiary/ies (if any) as defined under
Section 5 of the Companies Act of 1997.

5.

The response should disclose:
(a) the date the contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal was or is intended to be made,
(b) the date the public bid was advertised,
(c)
the intended date the contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal was or is intended to be
concluded,
(d) the intended date of consummation of the acquisition,
(e) the consideration proposed to be exchanged for the acquisition.
Also provide where possible, a copy of the contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal between the
Applicant and the Target.

6.

The response should include background information on the industry sector/s relating to the acquisition and
the role of the Applicant and Target Company in the industry sector/s related to the acquisition. The
information should also include a description of goods and services supplied both locally and internationally.

7.

The response should detail all the goods and services produced and/or supplied and identify areas where there
is an overlap (same or similar goods and services produced and/or supplied or same area of business
conducted by the applicant and target) in the production and/or supply of goods and services by the Applicant
and the Target.

8.

In determining whether an acquisition breaches Section 69 of the Act, an assessment of the relevant market/s
must be made. The response must detail the product, functional, geographical and time dimensions of the
market/s.
(a) The product dimension of the market must include the identification of goods and services supplied by
the Applicant and the Target Company. The next step is to identify the goods or services that may be
considered substitutable or interchangeable with goods and services supplied by the applicant and
target by customers – Demand side substitutability. Also identify possibilities of customers to switch to
alternative suppliers given a permanent price increase and other suppliers start producing the goods
and services in question or produce a substitute product – Supply side substitutability.
(b) The functional dimension of the market must describe the vertical stages of productions and distribution
that comprises the relevant arena of competition. Consider whether products produced or sold at
several levels by vertically integrated firms, or by firms at another level of distribution than the merging
firms, should be included in the relevant market because the exercise of market power at one stage of
distribution can be constrained by firms at an adjacent level of distribution.
(c)
The geographic dimension of the market must identify the areas over which the Applicant and the
Target Company and their competitors currently supply, the relevant products and to which the
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(d)

customers could practically turn. Also identifies other areas where customers could purchase these
products given the merged firms raise prices.
The time dimension of the market must address the period over which substitution possibilities must be
considered.

9.

The response should provide details of at least 5 suppliers and should be an even representation of suppliers
ranging from small, to medium and then to large suppliers. The response should also include a description of
the goods and services supplied by each of the suppliers and an estimated value of the goods and services
supplied.

10.

The response should include the location of each of the suppliers identified and the areas to which each of the
identified entities supplies goods or services.

11.

The response should provide details of at least 5 customers (if there are less, list all of them) and should be an
even representation of the customers ranging from small, to medium and then to large customers and must
include a description of the goods or services and the value of the goods and services purchased by these
customers.

12.

The response should provide details of any contracts, exclusivity rebates and discounts and identify any
customers who have contracts which are about to expire within the next two years and indicate the supply
volumes associated with such contracts.

13.

The response should describe the market share of the suppliers or purchasers identified earlier, the market
share of the Applicant and the market share of the Target Company in the relevant market/s over the last 5
years, including the total size of the domestic market. The documents relied upon to estimate the total
market share sizes must be provided. The response should also include the number of buyers and sellers in the
market.
Also outline the extent to which the Acquirer would be constrained in its actions by existing competitors in the
relevant markets

14.

The response should detail:
(a) the ability of competitors in the relevant market/s to increase supply,
(b) the ease with which customers could change suppliers including any switching costs that they would
incur
(c)
whether goods and services produced in the relevant market/s should be considered homogeneous or
whether there are variations in price or quality and whether the relevant market/s are characterized by
brand loyalty.

15.

The response should detail whether it is viable for customers to import substitutes. Also indicate the origin of
imports and address issues including but not limited to:


options for the transportation of imports (e.g. by air, sea or land);



transportation costs;



whether the product is a high or low value product;



whether the product is of high or low density; and



whether the product is durable for transportation without damage or deterioration in
quality.
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The response should also cover any barriers to importation in the relevant market/s including whether
significant investment in facilities or in distribution arrangements is needed to facilitate importation.
16.

The response should provide details of the price of actual or potential imports (including, additional costs such
as freight and customs duties), whether existing import suppliers can accommodate a significant expansion in
capacity without the need for significant investment and whether import competition would provide a
constraint on companies post acquisition in the downstream market. The response should also include details
of existing importers and their customers.

17.

The response should cover relative capacities, cost structures and the cost of expansion in the market.

18.

The response should detail –
(a) the market conditions that may affect the ability to entry and the ability of existing firms to expand;
(b) the nature and height of barriers to entry and expansion;
(c)
details of exit;
(d) entry and expansion in the relevant market/s in the last 5 years;
(e) any incentives or disincentives for new entry; and
(f)
effective competitor.
Barriers which must be addressed include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) Sunk costs in production capacity;
(b) Accessing shelf space;
(c)
Advertising and promotion;
(d) Legal and Regulatory restrictions such as licensing requirements, industry standards and capital
requirements;
(e) Requirement for scarce inputs;
(f)
the extent of Brand loyalty in the relevant market/s;
(g) Minimum efficient scales of operation;
(h) Goodwill;
(i)
Access to scarce resources such as intellectual property; and
(j)
Threat of retaliatory action by incumbents to new entry.

19.

The response should have information including but not limited to the following –
(a) Growth (whether the relevant market/s is/are growing or declining;
(b) Levels of innovation;
(c) Technological change (information on new technology used in production); and
(d) Product and/or service differentiation in the relevant market/s.

20.

The response should include information of merger parties’ respective historical and current pricing, quality,
after sales service and purchasing behavior. The response should also include merger parties’ record of
innovation, its growth relative to the growth of the relevant market/s, and its history of independent behavior.

21.

The response should detail (a) whether the Acquirer has market power in any market which could be leveraged into a vertically related
market;
(b) whether the target firm would have been a likely entrant to a vertically related market;
(c) whether the merged firm will control access to an essential input;

22.

The response should detail factors conducive to coordination in a market including, but not limited to, the
following –
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The number of participants in the relevant market/s
Transparency
Homogeneity of product
Homogeneity of firms
The size and frequency of purchases
The presence of the same firms in more than one market

23.

The response should address the complementarity that occurs where there is significant commonality of
customers’ products and whether the strength of demand for one product is positively correlated with the
strength of demand for another, either because the products form part of a range that distributers need to
carry because they must be consumed together for technical reasons.

24.

The response should detail the circumstances where two or more products are, or could be, supplied only as a
bundle (pure bundling) or, if supplied individually, are also offered as a bundle as a price that is lower than the
price charged if sold individually (mixed bundling). The response must also address circumstances where
customers seeking to acquire one product are required also to purchase a second product or carry amounts of
the second product (tying).
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ATTACHMENT B
INDEPENDENT STATE OF PAPUA NEW GUNIEA

Independent Consumer and Competition Commission Act
Act, Sec 82

Form 3

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AUTHORIZATION FOR A BUSINESS ACQUISITION
1. FORM AND CONTENT: In addition to providing a detailed submission in support of the application, the
Applicant/s is required to complete this application form in full. The Independent Consumer and
Competition Commission (the Commission) may reject any applications that have not been filled out
fully and properly, in accordance with Section 76 (4) (c) of the Independent Consumer and Competition
Commission Act, 2002, (the Act).
2. WHERE TO APPLY: Applications for Authorization for Business Acquisitions should be lodged at the
Commission’s office located at Level 2 Garden City Building, Boroko, National Capital District or mailed
to P.O. Box 6394, BOROKO, National Capital District, Papua New Guinea. Supply one (1) hard copy and
(1) soft copy of your application.
3. FEE: The fee for processing of a business acquisition authorization application is K35, 000. This must be
paid by a cheque made out to the Commission before any work is done on the application.
4. COLLECTION OF DETERMINATION: It is the Commission’s duty to inform an Applicant of its
Determination, in writing, in accordance with Section 82 (3), within 72 days after the date of
registration of the notice or for such period as agreed by the Commission and the Applicant.
5. LEGAL ADVICE: Although it is not a requirement under the Act, the Commission encourages Applicants
to seek independent legal advice before applying to the Commission for authorization.
6. PENALTIES: It is not a legal requirement to apply for authorization under Section 82 of the Act; hence
there is no penalty for not applying. However, it is advisable to apply and be protected from potential
contravention of Section 69. The penalties for such contraventions are up to K500, 000 for an individual
and K10, 000 000 for a body corporate under Section 95 (3) of the Act.
7. CONFIDENTIALITY: The consideration of applications for authorization is a public process. All
documents provided to the Commission that were intended to form part of the application, will be
placed on public record on the Commission’s Public Register. The Commission may reject any claim for
confidentiality if it considers that disclosure is in the best interest of the public. If the Commission
decides to disclose any information claimed to be confidential, the Applicant will be provided with an
opportunity to withdraw the information. If confidential information has been withdrawn, they will not
be considered in the assessment and determination of the application. Where the Applicant would like
to apply for confidentiality, the Applicant must complete an Application for Confidentiality Form (ICCC
Form-4). The Commission will consider, make a decision and inform the Applicant accordingly.
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PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON THE BACK TO COMPLETE THIS FORM
A Notice is hereby submitted under Section 82 of the Independent Consumer & Competition Commission Act of
2002 (ICCC Act) for Authorization for a Business Acquisition under Section 69, to acquire assets or shares in a
business. All references made to provisions are to those provisions contained in the ICCC Act of 2002.
1. Applicant (the Acquirer)
(a) Name of Applicant and registered office, including the IPA registration number:
(Refer to direction 1)

(b) Address in PNG for service of documents:
(iv)
Physical address:
(v)
Postal address:
(vi)
Phone and email address:
(c) Provide details of the business carried on by the Applicant including the goods and services the Applicant
supplies:
(Refer to direction 2)

(d) Detailed description of all related business/es or company/ies of the Applicant including the goods and services
that each of them provide including the IPA registration number:
(Refer to direction 3)

(e) Name, address and phone number of any person/s (if any) for whose benefit or behalf the shares or assets
acquired will be held:

2. The Target Company
(a) In the case of a registered business or company whose shares or assets are to be acquired:
(i)
Name of the business or company including the IPA registration number
(ii) Registered office of the business or company

(iii)

Brief description of the business/es carried on by the business or company including the goods and
services supplied

(iv)

Number and types of shares or description of assets to be acquired

(b) Where it is a company whose shares are to be acquired, provide details of:
(iii)
The issued capital of the company
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(iv)

The holders of issued capital

(c) Provide details of all related business/es or company/ies of the business or company whose shares or assets are
to be acquired by the Applicant.
(Refer to direction 4)

(d) Where it is a person whose assets are to be acquired
(i)
Name and address of that person

(ii)

Detailed description of the business/es carried on by the person including the goods and services that
person supplies

(iii)

Describe the assets to be acquired

3. The Acquisition
(a) Outline the details of the offer contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal for the acquisition and, where
possible also provide a copy of that document.
(Refer to direction 5)

(b) Explain the commercial argument for the proposed acquisition and provide copies of all documents prepared
specifically to assess the proposed acquisition with respect to the market/s affected and the nature of those
effects.

(c) Indicate whether the acquisition involves any additional commercial arrangements and describe those
arrangements.

(d) Provide a copy of the draft Sale or Purchase agreement.

4. Background Information
(a) Describe the industry sector/s in which the acquisition relates.
(Refer to direction 6)
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(b) Describe the area/s where there is an overlap in the operations of the Applicant and the Target and any related
businesses of the merger parties
(Refer to direction 7)

(c) Provide details of any other acquisitions that may have been made by the Applicant or the Target Company and
any other acquisitions made in the industry sector/s in the last five years

(d) Provide details (if any) of existing vertical or horizontal relationship between the Applicant and the Target
Company

(e) Describe (if any) other cooperative agreements that the Applicant or Target Company may be a party to

5. Market definition
Describe the relevant market/s the acquisition is most likely to have a competition effect on – this should include the
market/s for the supply of goods and services and markets for the acquisition of goods and services.
(Refer to direction 8)

6. Public benefits claim
(a) List the benefits likely to result from this proposed business acquisition:
(Refer to direction 9)

(b) In light of the list of likely benefits listed above, please provide facts and evidence relied upon in support
of each claims:

(c) List the beneficiaries of each of the likely benefits listed in (a) above.

7. Public detriments
(a) Outline any detriments likely to result from this proposed business acquisition. Particularly the likely effect
on the prices of goods or services described in 6(c) and the prices of goods or services in other affected
markets:
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(Refer to direction 10)

(b) List facts and evidence relied upon that the public benefits will outweigh the detriments:

8. Suppliers
(a) Describe the inputs into the production of goods or services by both the Applicant and the Target Company in
the relevant market/s and indicate the value of those inputs as a proportion of total production. Where
alternative inputs are available, provide a list of substitutes.

(b) Provide the names and contact details of a representative selection of suppliers of inputs to both the Applicant
and the Target Company in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 11)

(c) Describe any purchasing arrangements in place with each of the suppliers identified above and outline whether it
is expected or anticipated that these arrangements will continue or be varied in anyway post acquisition.

9. Competitors
(a) Provide details of alternative suppliers of products now or shortly to be competitive with, or otherwise
substitutable for, goods or services produced by the Applicant and Target company in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 12)

(b) If the suppliers identified above do not produce goods or services which are substantially the same as those
goods and services produced by the merger parties in the relevant market/s, explain why it is considered that
these goods or services are viable alternatives.

10. Customers
(a) Provide the names and contact details of a representative selection of the customers of each of the merger
parties in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 13)

(b) Describe the distribution channels available to the merger parties in supplying goods and services to customers
and identify the relevant distribution channels in respect of each of the customers identified above.
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(c) Describe the existing supply arrangements that the Applicant and Target Company have in place with the
customers identified above and whether it is expected or anticipated that these arrangements will continue or
be varied in anyway post-acquisition
(Refer to direction 14)

11. Market concentration
Provide estimates of or actual current and post-acquisition market shares for the merger parties and market shares
of the existing alternative suppliers or purchasers in the relevant market/s identified above.
(Refer to direction 15)

12. Countervailing Power
(a) Describe the relative strength of bargaining power possessed by customers of the products in the identified
markets;
(b) Describe to what extent it is possible for customers to bypass the merger parties by either importing or
producing the product or service themselves, vertically integrating, or utilizing and alternative supplier; and
(c) Describe the ability of suppliers to identify and switch to alternative customers.

(Refer to direction 16)
13. Imports
(a) Provide estimates of the actual and potential level of import competition in the relevant market/s and details of
the importers;
(Refer to direction 17)

(b) Provide historical importation figures;

(c) List which products are imported into the relevant market/s, and who undertakes the importation and their
relative share of the market;

(d) Show the relationship (if any) between domestic prices and import product prices; and

(e) Provide details of the extent of which imports provide a constraint on domestic suppliers including the merger
parties in the relevant market/s post acquisition
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(Refer to direction 18)

14. Substitutes
Provide information concerning the extent to which substitutes are available in the relevant market/s or are likely to
be available in the market
(Refer to direction 19)

15. Barriers to entry
(a) Provide details of any barriers to entry and expansion in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 20)

(b) Provide details of the ability of any firm not currently producing goods or services in the relevant market/s but
which could enter the relevant market quickly and provide an effective competitive constraint

(c) Provide details of any firms which have recently tried and failed to enter the relevant market/s, including the
reasons (if known) for their failure

16. Dynamic characteristics
Provide details of the dynamic characteristics of the relevant market/s, including growth, innovation and product
and/or service differentiation.
(Refer to direction 21)

17. Vigorous and effective competitor
Indicate whether the merger parties in the relevant market/s would separately be considered as a vigorous and
effective competitor?
(Refer to direction 22)

18. Vertical integration
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(a) Describe whether the proposed acquisition would, or would be likely to, result in vertical integration between
firms involved at different functional levels in the relevant market/s
(Refer to direction 23)

(b) Describe the extent to which vertical integration currently exists, where either merger party currently operates
as a customer or supplier to competitors in the relevant market/s: and

(c) Describe whether the proposed acquisition is likely to increase the risk of coordinated behavior.

19. Prices and profit margins
(a) Provide details of recent and current levels of pricing in the relevant market/s including the use of rebates and
discounts

(b) Provide details of supply costs of goods and services supplied by the merger parties including manufacturing,
marketing and distribution costs in the relevant market/s

(c) Describe the competitive constraints, if any, which would, or would be likely to, prevent the merger parties from
being able to significantly and sustainably increase, the prices paid by their customers, or lower the prices paid to
their suppliers, post-acquisition in the relevant market/s

(d) Describe the impact of the acquisition on the potential for coordinated conduct between remaining competitors
in the relevant market/s post-acquisition
(Refer to direction 24)

(e) Describe the likely impact of the acquisition on the profit margins of the merger parties post-acquisition and the
expected cause of any change

20. Related markets
(a) Describe the extent of complementarity between products supplied by the merger parties
(Refer to direction 25)

(b) Describe the extent to which the products identified above are, or could be, offered to customers as a product
range through bundling or tying
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(Refer to direction 26)

(c) Describe the competitive constraints that would, or would be likely to, prevent such bundling or tying from
significantly foreclosing the ability of the merged entity’s competitors to compete, including foreclosure of access
to distribution by the merged entity’s competitors.

21. Other grounds for grant of clearance
Outline any grounds for the granting by the Commission of the authorization not already addressed above.

22. The counterfactual
Describe the likely state of the relevant market/s in the future if the proposed acquisition does not take place, giving
reasons

23. International
(a) Does the acquisition involve:
(i)
A company operating in PNG that has a foreign parent?

(ii)

PNG businesses or consumers affected by the occurring overseas?

(iii)

Foreign consumers affected by the conduct occurring in PNG

(b) Provide details of competition authorities in jurisdictions other than PNG to which the proposed acquisition has
been, or is intended to be, notified and the timing of such notifications.

24. Further information
Name, postal address, telephone, facsimile and email contact details of the person authorized by the Applicant to
provide additional information in relation to this application.

25. Information provided in relation to the target
Where the target has been consulted during the preparation of information provided in response to the questions
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contained in this form relating to the target, an authorized representative of the target must indicate here that
information relating to the target is complete and accurate.

26. Declaration
The undersigned declare that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, the information given in response to the
questions in this form is true, correct and complete, that complete copies of all documents required by this form
have been supplied, and that all estimates that have been identified are their best estimates of the underlying facts
and that all the opinions expressed are sincere.
The undersigned are aware of Section 128(4)(b) of the ICCC Act, in that it is an offence to give information or provide
an answer that is false in any particular

_____________________________
Signature of authorized person

________________________________
Signature of authorized person

_____________________________
Office held

________________________________
Office held

(Print) Name of authorized person

(Print) Name of authorized person

This _____day of___________________ 20____

DIRECTIONS
1.

If you are an individual making this application on behalf of a company please state the name of the company.
Note that the application must only be signed by a person authorized in writing by the company to do so and
relevant correspondence confirming that the individual has been authorized to sign on behalf of the company
must also be attached.
If the space on this form is insufficient to provide all the information required, the information must be
provided on separate sheets of paper, numbered consecutively and signed by or on behalf of the Applicant.
The Commission welcomes any other additional information that the Applicant deems relevant in support of
the application.

2.

The response should detail the ownership structure, a list of the shareholders (where applicable) and the
Applicant’s latest annual report (if any).

3.

The response should disclose details of a holding company (if any) or subsidiary/ies (if any) as defined under
Section 5 of the Companies Act of 1997.

4.

The response must disclose details of a holding company (if any) or subsidiary/ies (if any) as defined under
Section 5 of the Companies Act of 1997.
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5.

The response should disclose:
(a) the date the contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal was or is intended to be made,
(b) the date the public bid was advertised,
(c)
the intended date the contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal was or is intended to be
concluded,
(d) the intended date of consummation of the acquisition,
(e) the consideration proposed to be exchanged for the acquisition.
Also provide where possible, a copy of the contract, arrangement, understanding or proposal between the
Applicant and the Target.

6.

The response should include background information on the industry sector/s relating to the acquisition and
the role of the Applicant and Target Company in the industry sector/s related to the acquisition. The
information should also include a description of goods and services supplied both locally and internationally.

7.

The response should detail all the goods and services produced and/or supplied and identify areas where there
is an overlap (same or similar goods and services produced and/or supplied or same area of business
conducted by the Applicant and target) in the production and/or supply of goods and services by the Applicant
and the Target.

8.

In determining whether an acquisition breaches Section 69 of the Act, an assessment of the relevant market/s
must be made. The response must detail the product, functional, geographical and time dimensions of the
market/s.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The product dimension of the market must include the identification of goods and services supplied by
the Applicant and the Target Company. The next step is to identify the goods or services that may be
considered substitutable or interchangeable with goods and services supplied by the Applicant and
target by customers – Demand side substitutability. Also identify possibilities of customers to switch to
alternative suppliers given a permanent price increase and other suppliers start producing the goods
and services in question or produce a substitute product – Supply side substitutability.
The functional dimension of the market must describe the vertical stages of productions and distribution
that comprises the relevant arena of competition. Consider whether products produced or sold at
several levels by vertically integrated firms, or by firms at another level of distribution than the merging
firms, should be included in the relevant market because the exercise of market power at one stage of
distribution can be constrained by firms at an adjacent level of distribution.
The geographic dimension of the market must identify the areas over which the Applicant and the
Target Company and their competitors currently supply, the relevant products and to which the
customers could practically turn. Also identifies other areas where customers could purchase these
products given the merged firms raise prices.
The time dimension of the market must address the period over which substitution possibilities must be
considered.

9.

Provide a detailed argument outlining the public benefits claimed to result from the proposed acquisition.

10.

Provide details of the detriments to the public, including those resulting from any lessening of competition, as
a result of the proposed acquisition.

11.

The response should provide details of at least 5 suppliers and should be an even representation of suppliers
ranging from small, to medium and then to large suppliers. The response should also include a description of
the goods and services supplied by each of the suppliers and an estimated value of the goods and services
supplied.

12.

The response should include the location of each of the suppliers identified and the areas to which each of the
identified entities supplies goods or services.
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13.

The response should provide details of at least 5 customers (if there are less, list all of them) and should be an
even representation of the customers ranging from small, to medium and then to large customers and must
include a description of the goods or services and the value of the goods and services purchased by these
customers.

14.

The response should provide details of any contracts, exclusivity rebates and discounts and identify any
customers who have contracts which are about to expire within the next two years and indicate the supply
volumes associated with such contracts.

15.

The response should describe the market share of the suppliers or purchasers identified earlier, the market
share of the Applicant and the market share of the Target Company in the relevant market/s over the last 5
years, including the total size of the domestic market. The documents relied upon to estimate the total
market share sizes must be provided. The response should also include the number of buyers and sellers in the
market.
Also outline the extent to which the Acquirer would be constrained in its actions by existing competitors in the
relevant markets

16.

The response should detail:
(a)
(b)
(c)

17.

the ability of competitors in the relevant market/s to increase supply,
the ease with which customers could change suppliers including any switching costs that they would
incur
whether goods and services produced in the relevant market/s should be considered homogeneous or
whether there are variations in price or quality and whether the relevant market/s are characterized by
brand loyalty.

The response should detail whether it is viable for customers to import substitutes. Also indicate the origin of
imports and address issues including but not limited to:


options for the transportation of imports (e.g. by air, sea or land);



transportation costs;



whether the product is a high or low value product;



whether the product is of high or low density; and



whether the product is durable for transportation without damage or deterioration in quality.

The response should also cover any barriers to importation in the relevant market/s including whether
significant investment in facilities or in distribution arrangements is needed to facilitate importation.
18.

The response should provide details of the price of actual or potential imports (including, additional costs such
as freight and customs duties), whether existing import suppliers can accommodate a significant expansion in
capacity without the need for significant investment and whether import competition would provide a
constraint on companies post acquisition in the downstream market. The response should also include details
of existing importers and their customers.

19.

The response should cover relative capacities, cost structures and the cost of expansion in the market.

20.

The response should detail –
(a)

the market conditions that may affect the ability to entry and the ability of existing firms to expand;
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

the nature and height of barriers to entry and expansion;
details of exit;
entry and expansion in the relevant market/s in the last 5 years;
any incentives or disincentives for new entry; and
effective competitor.

Barriers which must be addressed include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
21.

Sunk costs in production capacity;
Accessing shelf space;
Advertising and promotion;
Legal and Regulatory restrictions such as licensing requirements, industry standards and capital
requirements;
Requirement for scarce inputs;
the extent of Brand loyalty in the relevant market/s;
Minimum efficient scales of operation;
Goodwill;
Access to scarce resources such as intellectual property; and
Threat of retaliatory action by incumbents to new entry.

The response should have information including but not limited to the following –
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Growth (whether the relevant market/s is/are growing or declining;
Levels of innovation;
Technological change (information on new technology used in production); and
Product and/or service differentiation in the relevant market/s.

22.

The response should include information of merger parties’ respective historical and current pricing, quality,
after sales service and purchasing behavior. The response should also include merger parties’ record of
innovation, its growth relative to the growth of the relevant market/s, and its history of independent behavior.

23.

The response should detail (a) whether the Acquirer has market power in any market which could be leveraged into a vertically related
market;
(b) whether the target firm would have been a likely entrant to a vertically related market;
(c)
whether the merged firm will control access to an essential input;

24.

The response should detail factors conducive to coordination in a market including, but not limited to, the
following –
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

25.

The number of participants in the relevant market/s
Transparency
Homogeneity of product
Homogeneity of firms
The size and frequency of purchases
The presence of the same firms in more than one market

The response should address the complementarity that occurs where there is significant commonality of
customers’ products and whether the strength of demand for one product is positively correlated with the
strength of demand for another, either because the products form part of a range that distributers need to
carry because they must be consumed together for technical reasons.
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26.

The response should detail the circumstances where two or more products are, or could be, supplied only as a
bundle (pure bundling) or, if supplied individually, are also offered as a bundle as a price that is lower than the
price charged if sold individually (mixed bundling). The response must also address circumstances where
customers seeking to acquire one product are required also to purchase a second product or carry amounts of
the second product (tying).
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